Long ago and far away in the adolescent cauldron known as Los Altos High School, I attended a senior U.S. history class with a man-child named Delos Roman. He was appropriately christened it seems, because his body resembled that of Zeus, the God of Thunder, and at 6'4"/230 pounds, he rumbled down the football sidelines like a Mack truck on a downhill mountain road. If you were a defensive corner, you didn't want any part of him, nor did you after the 3:00PM Springtime bell, when “fight” became the rallying cry between Delos and any would-be challenger in the school parking lot. Fate, it seems, had predestined him to be a tough guy. His size didn't necessarily mean he lacked intellect, but it emphasized brawn over brains and he went with his strong suit like many of us did. Homecoming queens, high scoring SAT nerds, chess club leaders, debate champions, even those with less attractive physical and IQ characteristics seemed primarily guided by how they came out of the oven, not by who they might become – if uninfluenced by their genetic makeups. That was not to discount free will (I now understand), but Nietzsche was never required reading back then and four years was too short a time to really judge the measure of a boy or a girl in blossom. “Mirror, mirror on the wall” seemed a better lead indicator than Nietzsche’s “Superman”.

I was reminded of Delos when the phone rang at my office several months ago and my assistant said there was a Mr. Roman on the line. He had had a hard life, he said, and wanted to know how to invest the $50,000 he had received from his mother's will. He spoke softly and was almost inaudible, “I've been in and out of trouble all my life”, he murmured, “beginning in junior high when I was tough enough to beat up high school seniors.” His story had a ring of the famous Marlon Brando soliloquy in On the Waterfront, “I could’ve been somebody”, he said in so many words, “but I was too big for my own good.”

Well, Mr. Roman was just one example in hundreds of the Los Altos class of '62, many molded by inbred physical and intellectual characteristics that had guided their destinies. But perhaps, I wondered if some of those with a plain vanilla wrapper or an average IQ might in some ways have been better off than the 800 SAT genius or...
the prettiest girl in the class. Maybe that left them free to determine their own direction, to
develop a multitude of skills that then led to a more successful outcome than that of Delos
Roman. Bob Dylan once wrote that “I got nothin’ Ma – to live up to.” He did of course –
strange little guy with the raspy voice. But Dylan’s and Roman’s lives might just be a lesson
for discouraged parents to stay optimistic. If your child isn’t at the head of the class or captain
of the volleyball team, a free-will outcome, as opposed to predestination, may be just around
their corner.

Some readers might think that there are some autobiographical traces in the above, and I
suppose there are. I was “different”. While at 71 it is hard to remember details from a half
century past, as recently as 2007, I was the subject of a few revealing comments from a now
retired Governor during a Fed meeting chaired by Ben Bernanke. I had been highly critical for
several years of the potential housing bubble and the Fed’s neglect of same, which caused
the Governor to criticize my written Investment Outlooks and label me as an “odd duck” and
“increasingly addled”. Following much laughter, the Governor asked that the remarks be
stricken from the minutes, which prompted another Governor to say “and replaced by what?”
More laughter, but PIMCO and a few others it turns out had the last hoo-hah. The housing
bubble and the Fed’s neglect of it was recognized early on by PIMCO’s Paul McCulley, an
economist/investor who should belong in someone’s Hall of Fame. McCulley introduced me
and PIMCO to Hyman Minsky and his personal characterization of the upcoming “Minsky
Moment”, a phenomena that relied significantly on common sense as opposed to statistical
modeling which the Fed used then and continues to. “Stability leads to instability” was
Minsky’s mantra, but it still inevitably begged the big question of “when?” We solved that
though, by turning credit analysts into pretend home buyers, sending them to Las Vegas,
Memphis, Toledo, etc. to learn about “no docs” and “liar loans” long before the Fed did.

Stability leads to instability was Minsky’s mantra, but it still inevitably begged the big
question of “when?”

Which reminds me that in 2012, Michael Lewis had come out to interview me several months
before his book was written, to explore the historical context of the Great Short and the Great
Recession. Perhaps PIMCO’s story wasn’t extreme enough, because we didn’t actually short
subprimes, but merely didn’t buy many of them, or perhaps I wasn’t addled enough like co-star
hedge fund manager Michael Burry, who I share affection for and affliction with (and it’s not
a glass eye). In any case, we weren’t part of Lewis’ story. Nevertheless, it was a fascinating
period of corporate and global financial history, but one which continues to the present day in
terms of The Fed, global central banks, and their fixation on statistical modeling to influence
monetary policy, as opposed to common sense and financial regulation.

Today’s Fed and other model based central banks are, to my way of thinking, the ones that
have more and more become “increasingly addled”. Their genetic makeup, like that of Delos
Roman, seems to have been determined at origin and has since been centered on changes
in the policy rate and the observation that higher short rates slow economic growth/temper
inflation, and that low (or negative) interest rates do just the opposite. In recent weeks
markets have witnessed Mario Draghi of the ECB speak to “no limit” to how low Euroland
yields could be pushed – as if he were a two-time Texas Hold Em poker champion. In turn,
Janet Yellen at the Fed, at least temporarily, halted their well-advertised tightening cycle
at 25 basis points, followed a few days later by the BOJ’s Kuroda and a 5-4 committee
vote to enter the black hole of negative interest rates much like the ECB and three other
European central banks. They all seem to believe that there is an interest rate SO LOW
that resultant financial market wealth will ultimately spill over into the real economy. I have
long argued against that logic and won’t reiterate the negative aspects of low yields and
financial repression in this Outlook. What I will commonsensically ask is “How successful
have they been so far?” Why after several decades of 0% rates has the Japanese economy
failed to respond? Why has the U.S. only averaged 2% real growth since the end of the
Great Recession? “How’s it workin’ for ya?” – would be a curt, logical summary of the impotency of low interest rates to generate acceptable economic growth worldwide. The fact is that global markets and individual economies are increasingly “addled” and distorted, exemplified by some significant examples featured below:

1) Venezuela – bankruptcy just around the corner due to low oil prices and policy mismanagement. Current oil prices are (in significant part) a function of low interest rate central bank policies over the past 7 years.

2) Puerto Rico – default underway due to overspending, the overpromising of retirement benefits, and the inability to earn adequate investment returns due to ultra-low global interest rates.

3) Brazil – in deep recession due to commodity prices, government scandal and in this case, exorbitantly high real interest rates to combat the effect of low global interest rates, and currency depreciation of the REAL. No country over time can issue debt at 6-7% real interest rates with negative growth. It is a death sentence. In the interim, the monetary authorities deceptively issue, then roll over more than a $100 billion of “currency swaps” instead of selling dollar reserves in an effort to hoodwink the world that there are $300 billion of reserves to back up their sinking credit. This maneuver effectively costs the government 2% of GDP per year, leading to the current 9% fiscal deficit.

4) Japan – 260% government debt/GDP and climbing sort of says it all, but there’s a twist. Since the fiscal (Abe) and the monetary (Kuroda) authorities are basically one and the same, in some future year the debt will likely be “forgiven” via conversion to 0% 50-year bonds that effectively never come due. Japan will not technically default but neither will private investors be incented to make a bet on the world’s largest aging demographic petri dish. I'm tempted to say that “Where Japan goes – so go we all”, but I won’t – it's too depressing.

5) Euroland – “Whatever it takes”, “no limit”, what new catchphrases can Draghi come up with next time? It’s not that there’s a sufficient recession ahead, it’s just that the German yield curve is in negative territory all the way out to 7 years, and the shaky peripherals are not far behind. Who will invest in these markets once the ECB hits an effective negative limit that might be marked by the withdrawal of 0% yielding cash from the banking system?

6) China – Ah, the dragon’s mysteries are slowly surfacing. Total debt/GDP as high as 300%; under the table capital controls; the loss of $1 trillion in reserves to support an overvalued currency; a distorted economic model relying on empty airports, Potemkin village housing, and investment to GDP of 50%, which somehow never seems to transition to a consumer led future. Increasingly, increasingly addled.

7) U.S. – Well now, the U.S. is impervious to all this, is it not? An 85% internally generated growth model that relies on consumption which in turn, relies on job growth and higher wages, all of which seems to keep on keepin’ on. Somehow, though, even the Fed seems to have doubts, as in last week’s summary statement, where for the first time in 15 years they were unable to assess the “balance of risks”. “We need some time here to understand what is going on”, says Kaplan from the Dallas Fed. *Shades of 2007*. The household sector has delevered, but the corporate sector never did, and with Investment Grade and High Yield yields 200-1000 basis points higher now, what does that say about future rollover, corporate profits and solvency in many commodity-sensitive areas?
OK – that’s it for now. As of this writing, stocks are back up, and the prospects for the USA becoming great again are looking skyward as well, at least according to the polls and Donald Trump. Now there's an addled guy but … who knows, sometimes they succeed. What I do know is that our finance-based global economy is transitioning due to the impotence of monetary policy which has always, and is now increasingly focused on the elixir of low/negative interest rates. Don't go near any modern day Delos Romans; don't go near high risk markets, stay safe and plain vanilla. It's not predetermined or guaranteed, but a more prosperous outcome should be somewhere around the corner if you do.
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